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Diese Überlegungen, die auf Aussagen meiner Informanten beruhen, lassen mich behaupten,
dass über die Intentionen der Autoren hinaus Konsumenten ihre Heimat mit dem Schlager
je nach eigenem Bedarf konstruieren. Es spielt letztendlich keine Rolle, ob die ersehnte oder
verlorene Heimat im Lande der Freiheit, in Südtirol, in der kalten Höhe des Andenraums
liegt oder auf demWohnzimmersofa. Hauptsache ist, dass die Musik den Hörern ein Stück
Heimat ermöglicht.
Peter K. Marsh (Ulaanbaatar)
»We’ve Started a Revolution!«
A Survey of Rap, Hip-Hop, and the Pop Music Industry in Mongolia
Despite being one of the most geographically isolated nations in the world, Mongolia has
not remained untouched by the processes of globalization of the past century. Rap music
and hip-hop culture have made their way to Mongolia in the 1990s as part of the same trans-
national cultural flows that have brought other Euro-American forms of popular music
and culture to the country since at least the 1960s. But rap’s presence in this country has
been particularly controversial. Like other forms of global culture, it arrived bearing a
particular story about its origins and place in the modern world. Many in Mongolia under-
stand rap as an essentially African-American form of expression developed in reaction to
the realities of social disenfranchisement and racial discrimination experienced by many
Blacks in post-industrial American society – realities that few see as existing in Mongolia.
Thus, to many, the image of young Mongolian rappers on stage imitating the look and
sound of Black ›gangsta‹ rappers seems out of place and ›unnatural‹ in this country.
But understanding rap’s place in contemporary Mongolia means moving beyond essen-
tialist tropes about the art form and instead seeing the particular ways that young people
have appropriated it to the Mongolian context in relation to broader social, economic and
political realities. When we approach Mongolian rap in this way, we begin to see an art
form that is functioning as a medium for new forms of youth cultural identity that at once
seeks to resist the cultural mainstream while simultaneously being recognized as a vital part
of it. In this way, rap’s subcultural resistance and accommodation to the musical main-
stream resembles a pattern by which other forms of Euro-American popular music have
become ›nativized‹ in Mongolia since the late 1960s.
This paper briefly surveys the development of the popular music industry in this period,
paying particular attention to the rise of rap music and hip-hop culture. The history
of popular music in this country has been little studied by either Mongolian or foreign
scholars. This study seeks to contribute to this history while also heeding the call of Tricia
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Rose1 and Tony Mitchell to present examples of how local identities globally are being ex-
pressed »through the vernaculars of rap and hip-hop«.2
From Jewels to Bells: Mongolian Pop Music in the Socialist Era
Even at the height of the ColdWar, as the leaders of the Soviet-aligned nations, including the
Mongolian People’s Republic (MPR), were at their most critical of Western ›capitalist‹ cul-
ture, many of their own youths were becoming increasingly fascinated by it. Like their So-
viet counterparts of the late 1960s and early 1970s, young Mongolians were also becoming
adept at securing material symbols of it, often right from under the noses of (and some-
times with the tacit approval of) the border guards and police. As early as the 1970s, a thriv-
ing ›underground‹ market in popular material culture had emerged, which included the
widespread and informal hand-to-hand distribution of tapes and LP recordings of Western
popular music groups, as well as of Western styles of clothing (particularly blue jeans),
magazines, posters, and jewelry.
The MPR’s leadership, the Mongolian Peoples Revolutionary Party (MPRP), treated
this interest in Western popular material culture by its youth with fear and suspicion. As
Ryback has shown,3 the political leaderships of most Soviet bloc nations were not only
afraid of the overtly rebellious nature of youth culture of this period, but also suspicious
of the commercial and political systems that supported its dissemination around the globe.
More than a few in the Soviet political leadership viewed the spread of Western popular
music as an anti-communist plot being directed in some ways by the political leaderships
in Washington and London.
But Party leaders soon realized that this fascination with Western popular culture
would not end by merely forbidding it. Thus the MPRP changed tactics in the late 1960s,
hoping to channel youth interest in Western forms of popular culture in ways that would
instead promote Party goals. In 1969, it sanctioned the creation of the first ›variety‹ music
ensemble called Soyol Erdene or Cultural Jewel. Consisting of drums, electric guitars and
a keyboard backing a lead singer, the band had the look and sound of a typical pop group
of the period. But the use of such terms as ›rock‹ or ›pop‹ was strictly forbidden. The music
was instead referred to by the Russian word for staged music, estrad, which helped to dis-
tance the musical genre from its Euro-American roots and align it more closely with exist-
ing urban popular song forms of the Soviet world.
The new estrad groups, like Cultural Jewel, differed from their Western counterparts in
other important ways. As state-managed ensembles, each was assigned a specific place with-
in a hierarchy of other state-run organizations directly linked to the Ministry of Culture.
The state gave all of its artists regular salaries, access to musical instruments and training,
and organized regular concerts, recording opportunities, and tours throughout the Mongo-
1 Tricia Rose, Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary America, Middletown, CT 1994.
2 Tony Mitchell, »Another Root – Hip-Hop outside the USA«, in: Global Noise: Rap and Hip-Hop Out-
side the USA, ed. by Tony Mitchell, Middletown, CT 2002, p. 1–38, here: p. 2.
3 Timothy W. Ryback, Rock Around the Bloc: A History of Rock Music in Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union, New York 1990.
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lian countryside and other socialist ›brother‹ nations. The state-run media promoted their
recordings nationwide, allowing some artists and their music to become quite well-known.
The artists were, however, employees of the state and thus had to go where the Party wanted
them to go and to do what it wanted them to do, such as wearing the stage uniforms the
Party created for them, cutting their hair as the Party directed, and performing the reper-
toire the Party gave them.
The MPRP explicitly prohibited its musical artists from directly performing Western
popular music. Their repertoire instead had to combine national elements with these for-
eign musical genres in ways that furthered the socialist agenda of promoting cultural
progress and national development. Song lyrics, for instance, could touch on themes of
romantic love, but only in ways the Party deemed as being progressive and uplifting. Song
writers and arrangers commonly drew from Mongolian folk songs and folk song themes
for their pop songs, including those about a mother’s love, the speed of one’s horses, or the
beauty of the steppe, or wrote music that included classical or folk musical instruments.
Such songs nearly always emanated from the pens of professional and usually classically
trained composers, arrangers, and song-writers, most of whom belonged to the Mongolian
Composers Union, an organization that played a powerful role in shaping the character of
popular culture in this period. Meeting the Party’s political goals often proved to be more
important than creating interesting art: it was not uncommon for estrad performers to per-
form songs about collective farms or the spread of electrification.
These artists generally put up with these conditions since such ›official‹ jobs represented
to many a regular paycheck and the chance to aid in the development of their homeland. But
many also maintained ›unofficial‹ musical lives that they turned to when away from the
public stage. The lead singer in the band Cultural Jewel in the 1980s, D. Jargalsaikhan, de-
scribed it as common for the performers to gather with their friends in their homes after
official concerts. He says he and his friends would usually sit on the floor of his apartment
talking, drinking, smoking, and listening to or performing along with recordings of
Western pop music. They would also sing songs that they themselves composed – those
they would never dare to perform at their official concerts.4
The Party was aware of such unofficial musical activities, but appeared unwilling or
unable to bring it to an end. Should the police find people engaged in singing or listening
to Western popular music, the punishments usually involved paying a fine or being sub-
jected to a lecture by a police officer, but usually not arrest. The Party instead sought to
shame the youths who followed Western pop cultural trends too closely, often satirizing
them in political cartoons as lazy or stupid. Long hair became a stylistic marker that was
at times fraught with political significance. The singer Jargalsaikhan remembers a Party
official of the time making the statement that »youths with long hair have small brains –
the longer the hair, the smaller the brain!«5
By the 1980s, artists increasingly challenged the Party’s authority to control the political
and artistic space within the realm of popular culture. In the mid-1980s Jargalsaikhan felt
4 Interview with D. Jargalsaikhan, Ulaanbaatar, 16.3.1999.
5 Ibid.
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that the time was right to defy Party rules in order to sing a song he had written prais-
ing the spirit of Chinggis Khan (known in the West as Genghis Khan), the 13th century
military leader who Mongolians consider to be the founder of the modern nation. The
MPRP, for its part, considered Chinggis Khan to be a symbol of brutality and backward-
ness that had no place in a modern nation. While Jargalsaikhan was careful to portray both
positive and negative qualities of the Khan, he also praised him for his deep love and con-
cern for Mongolia and its people. In taking this risk, Jargalsaikhan was expressing his own
deep convictions while also playing to the growing nationalist sentiments of his Mongo-
lian listeners.
Picture 1: In this political cartoon from 1985, two young Mongolians, dressed as city people, look at
a picture of a woman in traditional Mongolian dress and comment, »Look, what a strange style
this is!« (Pushkin 1989).
By the end of the 1980s, popular music had become a more or less common means of expres-
sing political dissent and resistance to Party authority. The most famous example of this
was achieved by the band Khonkh or Bell, a duo led by two young Mongolian friends who
had just returned from journalism school in Russia. The group’s most famous song was
Khonkhny duu (The Sound of the Bell), which was taken up and sung by protesters during
the street demonstrations and protest rallies that took place between 1989 and 1990. Utiliz-
ing rather revolutionary-like imagery, the song’s lyrics call upon its listeners to ›awaken‹
from their slumber in order to create a new day in the life of their nation:
I had a nightmare last night
As if a long arm tortured me,
Strangling my words and blinding me.
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Luckily, the bell rang and woke me;
The ring of the bell rouses us.
The bell that woke me in the morning,
Let it toll across the broad steppes,
Reverberating mile after mile.
Let the bell carry our yearning
And revive all our hopes.6
Another popular song by this group depicts party members who see the lives of the com-
mon people only through their office windows. The song resonated with a popular sense
of unease about the seeming disinterest of the national leadership in the ordinary lives and
problems of its citizens.
The city looks very beautiful. If you look through the window, people walk purpose-
fully on the streets. Through the window, life seems pleasant. Send a message, girl:
All is fine, all is right. Please take this down, write it down. Tell them not to demand
any more.7
Picture 2: The pop duo Khonkh (Bell) performing in at a protest rally
on Sukhbaatar Square, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, 1990
These singers told visiting New York Times reporter Nicholas Kristof at the time that their
group’s popularity stems from their willingness to »raise themes that were taboo, those
that nobody else would touch«8. The group’s defiance and independence was indicative of
6 Nicholas D. Kristof, »A Mongolian Rock Group Fosters Democracy«, in: The New York Times 26.3.
1990, p. C11, 1.
7 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
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a new maturity and self-assuredness among the youth cultures in Mongolia. The Party’s
attempts to appropriate youth interest in Western popular cultures ultimately failed when
the youths themselves stopped wanting to play along. The collapse of MPRP rule in 1990
came in part as a response to the massive street protests by Mongolian citizens, many of
whom were inspired by the words of their own pop music artists. It also set the stage for
the emergence of a new mainstream musical authority in the country.
Growth of the Pop Music Industry in the 1990s
At the time of the political changing in 1990, popular music was rife with political criticism.
This was a time, Jargalsaikhan says, »when politics was in the air we breathed.«9 But with
the subsequent introduction of market economic reforms and the successful completion
of the nation’s first multi-party election, youth interest in politics faded fast. A contributing
factor for this was the severe economic downturn that accompanied the sudden end of gen-
erous Soviet subsidies, coupled with the economic ›shock therapy‹ advocated by the World
Bank. Mongolians suddenly faced not only the disappearance of the many social services
they had come to rely upon, but also a steep decline in their standard of living. For many,
even finding enough food to eat was difficult. Though they had finally won the right to
travel freely and to speak their minds, only a few had access to the resources to do so.
Despite the difficult economic situation (and likely in part because of it), the nature of
Mongolian popular culture changed dramatically in the first half of the 1990s, fueled to a
large part by the rapid growth in communication technologies. Several new independent
media and broadcasting companies began operations in Ulaanbaatar, bringing real com-
petition to the still state-run (and still largely centralized) Montsome news service and
Mongolian Radio & Television. Satellite and cable TV, including the MTV Channel, en-
tered the market by the mid-1990s and quickly gained popularity, as did newly established
FM radio stations and Internet cafes. Mongolian youths for the first time had easy access to
the transnational flows of popular culture so familiar to their comrades in the West. At the
same time, Russian language and culture programming began to lose its dominance in
theMongolian media market. This, along with a decline in the number of youths learning the
Russian language, signified a further shift in young people’s sense of themselves and their
nation away from the Russian- and Soviet-centered worlds of their parents.
Mongolian popular music itself became increasingly diverse throughout the 1990s as
youths began to experiment with the new genres and musical personas that they were seeing
in the international media. The most popular musical genres of this decade included pop
soloists, boy and girl bands, and rock music. Some of the most famous of these included
the pop soloists Jargalsaikhan, Sarantuya, and Ariunaa (who has been called the ›Madonna
of Mongolia‹); boy bands like Camerton and girl bands like the Spice Girls. Hurd and
Kharanga also achieved a great deal of popularity as ›heavy metal‹ and ›hard rock‹ groups,
respectively. While these performers were usually inspired by well-known Euro-American
artists and groups, each developed their own unique musical and presentational styles.
9 Jargalsaikhan, interview 1999.
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Songs about finding love and happiness continued to dominate the song themes favored
by these artists. But many also continued to draw upon traditional song themes, such as
love for one’s parents or the beauty of Mongolian nature. Few performed Western popular
music in its original form. Mongolian audiences instead wanted their artists then, as now,
to create uniquely Mongolian forms of these Western genres. Most are intensely proud of
their popular music and art and believe that their artists can and should create music ›as
good as‹ their Western counterparts.
In this way, Mongolian popular music has followed cosmopolitan trends established in
the socialist era. In that time, the Party had insisted that its artists produce uniquely Mon-
golian forms of music that could stand as ›Mongolian‹ contributions to the much larger Soviet
›international‹ world of popular music. In a similar way, Mongolians in the post-socialist
era sought to create a popular music that, while being uniquely Mongolian in sound and
style, showed a mastery of the Western genre traditions. When Mongolians ask foreign vis-
itors how their music compares with Western popular music, one gets the sense that they
would like to see their national music appreciated on its own terms.
By the late 1990s, popular musical artists were not only beginning to find their own
individual voices, but also beginning to conceive of themselves as a distinct community.
When the Mongolian government, for instance, declared 1998 to be the »Year of the
Youth«, a year-long celebration of Mongolia’s young people and their potential, many of
the leading Mongolian popular music artists of the day gathered together to sing the song
commissioned for the event, Ireedui onoodroos ekhelnee (The future begins today). The song’s
structure had individual artists and groups trading verses with each other – with musical
breaks and transitions made to accommodate changes in genre – with the chorus sung by
all the performers in unison. The effect was to present a musical community that, despite
its diversity of individual styles, was united in its goal of celebrating the nation’s youth, not
unlike the effect the 1985 song We Are the World had in uniting leading Euro-American
singers toward the goal of fighting hunger in Africa. Another important element in the for-
mation of this community was the establishment of Pentatonic, an annual year-end music
awards ceremony that its organizers have since marketed as »the Mongolian Grammies.«
Like its American counterpart, Pentatonic has helped to define the popular musical main-
stream in Mongolia by recognizing and awarding those artists who have achieved popu-
lar success within it.
The increasingly formalized nature of popular music in this period was encouraged in
large part by the young industry’s growing ties with big business. By the late 1990s, pop-
ular artists were finding eager sponsors from among many of the new emerging businesses
of post-socialist Mongolia, the most generous including luxury clothing (principally cash-
mere wool) manufacturers, alcoholic breweries, importers and bars (principally the several
joint German-Mongolian owned beer manufacturers), and luxury car distributors (the
most prestigious being Mercedes-Benz). Other important sponsors included media compa-
nies that were, in this period, in the process of consolidating into a few large entities that
controlled the most important radio and television stations and national and urban news-
papers. These sponsors helped to support artists in the production of their CDs and music-
videos and the funding of their concerts and tours, and in turn they benefited from their
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name association with those who became successful. An extreme example of this came
when the band Hurd signed a sponsorship deal in the late 1990s with the Erel Company
of Mongolia, one of the largest of the domestic mining companies, after which the band
was renamed Erel-Hurd.
The presence of these sponsors also points to a deeper social transformation that has
been occurring in urban Ulaanbaatar since the mid-1990s. Though the majority of Mongo-
lians continue to live in relative poverty, the overall growth of the national economy in
the past decade has helped many achieve a higher standard of living. Mining, tourism and
trade have become major new sectors of the economy. The recent boom in the markets for
new apartments, cars, and electronic goods in Ulaanbaatar is a sign of an emerging middle
class with cash to spend on goods, luxuries, and entertainment. The formerly ›classless‹
society that was said to exist during the socialist era is now becoming increasingly divided
between the relatively rich and poor sectors of society. While there are many, particularly
the entrepreneurs and highly educated, who are benefiting from the new opportunities
in the Mongolian economy, there are many more, particularly those in the public sector,
who are not or can not. Even trained teachers and doctors continue to earn an average of
$100 a month and often less in the country.
The relative appearance of wealth in Ulaanbaatar, however, continues to drive internal
migration of people from rural areas to the capital city, where they hope to find a better
life. Most, however, end up in the sprawling ›ger districts‹ on the edges of town. These are
named after the traditional round tents, called gers, which many of these new immigrants
set up and then surround with a fence, making a small family compound attached to other
such compounds. Many of the residents in these districts lack electricity and running
water, and other social services, such as schools and medical clinics, are in short supply.
Having sold their domesticated animals, most hope to find jobs to support themselves, but
levels of unemployment in these districts remains very high, as do levels of crime. The ger
districts are not widely considered to be ghettos or slums among Mongolians, as similar
places might be in other parts of the world. But there is a growing stigma in Ulaanbaatar
towards those who live in these districts. Popular musicians remain aware that many
of their fans come from very poor households and thus try to keep the costs of their concert
tickets and CDs low, typically around US$3 to $5 a piece.
Another sign of the growing influence of mainstream popular music is seen in the close
relationships that exist between artists and leading politicians and political parties. Political
leaders are well aware of the potential political power of popular music. Many today might
even have participated in the public demonstrations that helped to bring down the MPRP
more than a decade ago. In the past several national elections for both Parliament and the
Presidency, the main political parties have drafted popular music artists to support their
respective candidates, many being made to sign contracts that prohibit them from cam-
paigning for other political parties. Pop stars are now commonly seen at campaign rallies
and in political campaign advertisements and some even compose campaign pop songs in
support of their party.
In all of these ways, popular music has been developing hand-in-glove with the emerging
mass media, business, and politics in Mongolia, each collectively »scratching the other’s
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back«. It has become as integrated with the Mongolian superculture as it was at the height
of the socialist era, a difference being that now many of these former ›youths‹ are them-
selves the representatives of the new popular music industry, including the conventions
and expectations that come with it. But as in youth cultures throughout the world, where
one finds accommodation to authority, one will typically also find subcultural resistance to
it. As we will see next, ›rep‹ and ›hip hop‹ (terms the Mongolians themselves use) emerged
in the late 1990s and early 2000s as both a reaction against the conventions of the musical
mainstream and an expression of a new generational voice entering the scene in contem-
porary Mongolia.
The Emergence of Alternative Voices
The first group to rap in their music was Khar Sarnai or Black Rose. The group, consist-
ing of two brothers, burst onto the scene in the mid-1990s with their loud, raw, and beat-
heavy music, wild hair, face paints, fantastic costumes, and vigorous dancing. Describing
their music as »techno rap«, the two singers commonly traded raps with each other over
heavy house beats. The pair would not so much sing their raps as shout them at their audi-
ence, often in a guttural and growling voice. Their songs were typically fast-paced and on
stage the duo would constantly move about and dance, thrusting their fists and legs into
the air. While many of their songs dealt with love, they described them as being »more
realistic« love songs than those common to the mainstream love ballad singers. The group’s
songs also often touched on taboo themes: one early hit for the group described a man’s
love for a prostitute.
In terms of musical, lyrical and presentational style, Khar Sarnai signaled a clear break
from the refined, well-quaffed, and well-behaved pop divas and boy bands of the musical
mainstream. As well as challenging the Mongolian pop song conventions of the day, the
group’s easy mixture of music and dance also showed Mongolian artists new ways to think
about popular music and set the scene for the appearance of rap and hip-hop.
A number of self-described rap groups had formed by the late-1990s, but it was not un-
til the early 2000s that the genre really caught the public’s eye. Most of the groups popular
then, including Digital, Ice Top, Montarep, Lumino, and Tatar, remain so today. Mongo-
lian rap artists have shown themselves to be keen observers of the global hip-hop scene.
Many have adopted the ›gangsta‹ hip-hop styles of clothing, hairstyles, body movements,
gestures, and ornamentation that they have seen in the music videos of Western rappers,
some of the more influential being Tupac Shakur, Snoop Doggy Dogg, MC Hammer, and
Wu-Tang Clan. But this list could also include some well-known non-American groups,
like the French rappers MC Solaar and IAM. Mongolian rappers also typically borrow
›beats‹ from these Western rappers and work them into their own songs.
Rap’s strong beat is one of its defining features in Mongolia, or as 31 year-old Mongolian
rapper B. Batbold (BAT) says, »it’s all about the beat and good rhymes.«
When you go to a pub you’re not going to dance to a pop song or rock song. Maybe
you can dance to a few of them, but they’re not really going to give you any good
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pumping feelings. The hip-hop beat gives you more, how do you say, khüniig tülkh-
deg, a beat that will come from within you and go outwards. Hip-hop music makes
your head start to bob up and down and your feet start to move, and so I think that
hip-hop beat gives people energy.10
Picture 3: The »techno-rap« band Khar Sarnai (2001)
Other important elements of the hip-hop scene in Mongolia include breakdancing, ›scratch-
ing‹ and graffiti. Some of the groups have recently banded together to hire a young artist to
›paint‹ a series of walls in downtown Ulaanbaatar with their group names in graffiti style.
Yet in spite of some degree of direct borrowing, we once again see the pattern of Mon-
golians adapting a Western genre to fit the unique contexts of their home country. We can
see this in Mongolian rap videos, which, like their Western models, usually place rappers
on the streets of their home city surrounded by their friends or ›crew‹. Some locations ap-
pear to be stereotypical of Western ›gangsta‹ rap videos, such as abandoned factory sites,
a train yard, or a striptease bar. But others appear to be places that could be a part of the
everyday lives of the rappers themselves, such as a basketball court, an open-air bar,
the courtyard of an apartment block, or a school. One recent video by the young group
10 Interview with B. Batbold, Ulaanbaatar, 4.7.2005.
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Snep Crew opens with the artists breakdancing on the street in front of condominiums
surrounded and being urged on by their friends who are sitting nearby on parked cars. The
artists do not live in the expensive condominiums shown, but the message of the scene was
clearly one of a large number of young friends who live near each other in a close neighbor-
hood community.
This sense of bringing the music close to home is also seen in the rappers’ use of uniquely
Mongolian images and sounds. Some rap music videos, for instance, feature locations that
are found only in Mongolia, such as in front of a famous statue or Buddhist monastery in
Ulaanbaatar. The sounds of Mongolian folk instruments or traditional vocal styles are of-
ten layered into the music itself. One rap music video shows a male rapper breakdancing
with a Mongolian female folk dancer, modifying his moves to imitate or interpret those
of the dancer. Some rappers take the idea further, creating what they call »national rap«
(ündesnii rep). A recent album by the group Lumino features rapping over Mongolian folk
music melodies and instruments.
Mongolian rappers often focus on the problems that confront young people throughout
the world, such as finding love, creating one’s own identity and figuring out one’s own
way in life. Many rap songs deal with the pain of love – though usually only from a man’s
point of view given that the majority of rappers are male. A popular song by the group
Lumino, Khüniikh (Someone’s) features one of the singers rapping to his friends about how
unsuccessful he has been in dating women. Another by the group Digital, Usan nüden günj
(Teary-eyed princess), is about a man who is imagining his girlfriend crying in a far-away
place, but still wondering what chance they have of getting back together again. The same
group sings another song, Gants l amidarch üxne (Only one life to live), that has the rappers
struggling with deeper questions:
In life, all people are growing up and falling down,
So what are we to do with our lives?
Some people drink a lot, others study a lot,
But what are they really reaching for?
Life is difficult to understand.11
Mongolian rappers often speak about how they are attracted to the freedom that the rap
genre gives them to express their feelings and to depict the realities of their lives. Yet few
rappers seem willing to use the medium to push mainstream musical conventions in their
home country too far. Tony Mitchell highlights the ways in which rap outside of theUS has
in many places became »an alternative mode of social and political discourse«12, enabling
rappers to speak out about homelessness, unemployment, political corruption and other
»locally relevant issues«13. In contrast to these developments, Mongolian rap has not (some
say ›not yet‹) adopted an overall critical stance towards those issues that many in Mongolia
feel are important.
11 Digital, This Is Life, Michid Records (2003).
12 Tony Mitchell, »Another Root – Hip-Hop Outside the USA«, p. 22.
13 Ibid., p. 19.
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Some groups have created a few songs that criticize specific types of bad behavior or
unfortunate situations. In its song State Teacher, the group Tatar raps about how today’s
students are not paying enough attention to their own education, and calls on them to do
better in school and to pay attention to their dedicated teachers. In its song A Growing
Flower, the group Digital chastises people for treating children who live on the streets badly.
»Their condition is not their fault,« they rap, »their parents are at fault for not thinking
about their children’s future.« The group War & Peace takes on the larger question of
the insensitivity of the nation’s leaders to the suffering of the poor in its song A Letter to
our President:
The government spends four years doing nothing. The things promised are not done.
I have seen your smiling face on television and read what you’ve written, but there is
little that you have implemented. Do you run the country from your black glassed
windowed cars? From behind the windows, the poor Mongolians won’t be seen.14
Such political criticism of leaders living behind panes of glass is reminiscent of that voiced
in the protest songs by the group Bell in the late 1980s.
Despite these examples, however, some have dismissed the entire phenomenon of Mon-
golian rap claiming that it has no place in a country like Mongolia. The singer Jargalsai-
khan, for example, believes that rap makes sense only in those places and situations that
gave rise to it:
Rap music is the music of the ghettos of New York City and places like that. These
kids [Mongolian rap artists] grew up in nice homes and were well-educated. They
have no roots in the conditions of life that created rap – like racism, discrimination,
and a hard life. The blacks could sing this music because their blood was boiling.15
He says that he’s been to the States and »seen the ghettos« of the American east where
»people are always shooting each other and doing drugs«. And he insists that such condi-
tions just do not exist in Mongolia.
Mongolian rapper BAT, who spent seven years living and working with Black rappers
in London before returning to Ulaanbaatar, compares Mongolian rappers as actors:
They must think, if we can’t sing like gangsters, then let’s pretend we are for our
albums and videos. These guys, they dress like gangsters, but when you meet them
on the street, do they dress like that? No, they’re just middle class guys who live
with their mom and dad!16
The Mongolian rappers interviewed for this study generally admitted to these character-
izations. A rapper nicknamed Skitzo told me that the members of his group Lumino are
»all from good homes; we’re not from the ghettos like the blacks of the United States«.17
14 Dain ba Enkh, Neg Chig, Ritm Studio (2002).
15 Interview with D. Jargalsaikhan, Ulaanbaatar, 26.9.2004.
16 Batbold, interview 2005.
17 Interview with D. Ankhbaatar, Ulaanbaatar, 13.9.2004.
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In fact, many of the rap artists and groups appear to come from the emerging middle class
in society. Many have graduated from high school, some from college, and more than a few
have studied art or music or traveled to the United States or Europe. Some have told me
that becoming a rap artist is not something the poor in society can do because they would
need to have some capital to first create their product. One singer told me that he sold his
car to earn the money his group needed to produce their first run of CDs.
Picture 4: Members of the hip-hop group Lumino. Skitzo is on the left.
Most Mongolian rappers draw a clear distinction between the view of hip-hop culture
as an essentially African-American cultural form that arose in the troubled ghettos of
American inner cities and the Mongolian hip-hop culture they are trying to create. Their
goal, they say, is to show people that Mongolian rappers are not the thugs and criminals
they may portray in their videos, but rather, as Skitzo puts it, »real artists who lead stable
and professional bands.«18 Mongolian rappers want their subcultural art to be taken serious-
ly by the musical mainstream in the country, and thus they were pleased when in 2001 the
Pentatonic awards ceremony included hip-hop for the first time as one of the awards cat-
egories. That same year the Mongolian Hip-Hop Association, which aims to promote the
hip-hop in the country, received official recognition from the government. »Since then«,
says rapper Batorgil of the group Ice Top, »there has been no large show in Ulaanbaatar
that has not included at least one hip-hop group. We stayed firm to our desire to bring
this art to Mongolia«.19
More importantly, the rappers see themselves and their audiences, most of whom are
in their teens and early 20s, as being of a different generation from those singers and audi-
ences that make up the musical mainstream in the country. Skitzo describes this well:
18 Ibid.
19 Interview with J. Batorgil, Ulaanbaatar, 27.6.2005.
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We want to show the older generations, those in their 30s and 40s, that we are diffe-
rent from them. These were the generations brought up in the socialist era. These
people were all taught the same things and boiled in the same sauce. Our genera-
tion likes songs that touch on reality and don’t just talk about romantic love. Our
generation is just now opening its eyes to see the whole world, not just Mongolia.
We [Mongolian rap artists] have started a revolution in our country. We’re chang-
ing the way young people are thinking.20
Conclusions
In his survey of local hip-hop traditions from around the world, Tony Mitchell finds that
while most »were undoubtedly initially influenced by U.S. hip-hop, they represent a con-
tinually shifting, heterogeneous, and complex music scene in which hip-hop is displaced
and often delyricized. In the process it becomes a more amorphous, abstract, and atmos-
pheric cross-genre musical practice, engulfing a wide range of home-grown musical and
lyrical influences.«21
The development of hip-hop in Mongolia appears to fit this model in some important
ways. Mongolian youths picked up hip-hop as a cultural form in the late-1990s from the
international media and brought it, with its own histories attached, into the dynamic urban
cultural scene of post-socialist Mongolia, which has been undergoing a rapid social, poli-
tical, and economic transformation. While some of its original elements were dropped,
others were kept and reworked in light of the needs of Mongolian youths eager to mark
their own identities within this society. Many of the images of ›gangstas‹ and ›bad boys‹
fit nicely with these youth’s own desires to break with the accepted codes and conventions
of the musical mainstream as part of a larger process of defining themselves and their gen-
eration as different from the generations that came before it.
As a result, hip-hop in Mongolia, as in other parts of the world, has become trans-
formed into what Mitchell describes as »a vehicle for exploring and constructing youth
identities«.22 Mongolian rappers may indeed be creating a ›revolution‹ in youth culture, but
as we see in the history of Mongolian popular music in general, it is one that tends to repeat
itself with the rise of each new generation. This is part of a familiar pattern of subcultural
resistance to the cultural mainstream that, as Dick Hebdige saw, ultimately returns and
enlarges it by »establishing new sets of conventions; by creating new commodities, new
industries or rejuvenating old ones«.23
Hip-hop does hold the potential to do something new in a country like Mongolia
where democracy is still taking root and many of the older conventions of not criticizing
authority figures are still observed. With its tradition of breaking codes and speaking
20 Interview with D. Ankhbaatar, Ulaanbaatar, 13.9.2004.
21 Mitchell, »Another Root – Hip-Hop outside the USA«, p. 16.
22 Ibid., p. 7.
23 Dick Hebdige, Subculture: the Meaning of Style, New York 1997, p. 96.
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plainly, it could in the future become an influential alternative mode for political dis-
course. This could prove to be especially interesting if, further, it could involve those in
the society who are experiencing the hard edge of Mongolia’s transformation into a market
economy and who have few other opportunities to make their voices heard.
Jürgen Arndt (Detmold und Paderborn)
Marvin Gaye, Motown undMaskerade
I.
Marvin Gaye nahm Anfang der 1960er Jahre in Detroit sein erstes Album unter eigenem
Namen auf: The Soulful Moods of Marvin Gaye. Gaye eröffnete sein Debütalbum program-
matisch mit dem Evergreen The Masquerade Is Over von Herbert Magidson und Allie Wru-
bel aus dem Jahr 1938. Der Song gehörte in den 1950er Jahren zum Repertoire einiger
bekannter Doo-Wop-Gesangsgruppen wie The Harptones und The Moonglows. Beide
Gruppen hatten den Song 1956 auf Schallplatte herausgebracht.
1959 wurde Gaye Mitglied der von Harvey Fuqua neu formierten Moonglows, ein
entscheidender Schritt seiner Popkarriere. Mit The Masquerade Is Over knüpft Gaye auf
seinem ersten Solo-Album an seine bisher gemachten Erfahrungen an und entwickelt sie –
unterstützt von Fuqua als Mentor – seinen solistischen Ambitionen entsprechend weiter.
Der Song The Masquerade Is Over thematisiert die Enttäuschung über die verloren
gegangene Faszination der Geliebten. Darauf reagiert der enttäuschte Liebende mit einer
eigenen Maskerade. In Anspielung auf Ruggero Leoncavallos Oper I Pagliacci heißt es in
besagtem Song: »I’ll have to play pagliacci /And get myself a clown’s disguise /And learn
to laugh like pagliacci /With tears in my eyes«. Die Maskerade ist vorbei, eine andere lebt
weiter. The Soulful Moods of Marvin Gaye wurde am 8. Juni 1961 auf Motown veröffentlicht.
Damit begann eine für die nächsten zwanzig Jahre folgenreiche Verbindung zwischen dem
populären Soul-Crooner und dem erfolgreichen afroamerikanischen Independent-Label.
II.
Berry Gordy hatte seine Schallplattenfirma 1959 gegründet, in Anlehnung an die Autostadt
Detroit »Motown« (als Abkürzung für ›Motor Town‹) genannt und eine dementsprechende
Firmen-Philosophie entwickelt:
I worked in the Ford factory before I came in the [record] business, and I saw how
each person did a different thing. And I said, ›Why can’t we do this with the creative
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